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Frustrated magnetism

Conventional magnetism

In a spin system, in the presence of magnetic interactions:
Temperature => tends to promote disorder
=> competes with magnetic interactions

Temperature > Interactions => paramagnetic behavior

Temperature < Interactions
=> ordered state

ferromagnetic

antiferromagnetic

Transition temperature ~ Interactions
3

Frustrated magnetism

Definition

A spin model is frustrated if it cannot minimize simultaneously all interactions
Can occur due to:
- competing interactions
- specific geometry of the lattice
- disorder
Important ingredients:
nature of the spin
Ising

XY

lattice dimension
1D
3D

Heisenberg

2D

Consequence: the system does not stabilize conventional magnetic orderings
- no ordering is observed at T< interactions
- complex and non collinear magnetic structures
or new disordered but correlated states: spin liquids
AND
important role of thermal and quantum fluctuations
massive degeneracy / entanglement of the ground state
emergent degrees of freedom
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Frustrated magnetism

Some experimental signatures

Susceptibility: Transition temperature ≪ Curie-Weiss temperature θCW ~ Interactions J

/ 1/ (T

Curie-Weiss law:
1/χ

✓CW )
TN
Frustration parameter: f =
|✓CW |

Compare the interaction scale to the ordering scale
θ

CW

0 TN

T

T

N

Specific heat: Residual entropy (if no or partial ordering)
+ Correlation bump at T ~ J

C/T

T

Neutron diffraction: Diffuse scattering characteristic of the correlations at T ≲ J
Frustrated magnet
Conventional magnet
S(Q)
T≫J
T ≪ Tc ~ J
T≲J
S(Q)

S(Q)

Bragg peaks

Paramagnetic
diffuse scattering

Q

Correlated
diffuse scattering

Q
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Frustrated magnetism

Geometric frustration

= frustration induced by the geometrical properties of the crystal lattice
Antiferromagnetic interactions (J>0)

Frustration in polygons with odd number of edges
Pentagon

Triangle

Tetrahedron
?

Ising spins
?

?

?

degeneracy: several states are possible
XY - Heisenberg spins

120° structures
H=
=

h

~ 1 .S
~2 + S
~ 2 .S
~3 + S
~ 1 .S
~3
J S
h
i2
~1 + S
~2 + S
~3 + cst
J S

i

Energy minimized for

X
i

~i = ~0
S
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Role of the connectivity

Frustrated magnetism

2D lattice - XY spins
Triangular lattice
Edge sharing triangles
No degeneracy

Kagome lattice
Corner sharing triangles
Macroscopic degeneracy
but more constrained than in 1D

Néel order

Spin liquid
Degeneracy increases with decreasing connectivity

degeneracy can be lifted by: additional interactions, anisotropy…
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Kagome lattice

Classical kagome antiferromagnet
XY spins

Heisenberg spins : ???

configuration for XY spins

a

X

~i = ~0
S

i

b

Heisenberg spins: spins can move out of the plane
but spins in a triangle have to remain at 120 ° to minimize energy

can go continuously from a to b without energy cost
classical Heisenberg kagome antiferromagnet
= infinitely degenerate ground state
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Kagome lattice

Classical kagome antiferromagnet
Infinitely degenerate ground state
No long range order down to 0 K
• Low temperature T < 0.1 J :
Spin liquid correlations = short-range correlations independent of temperature
• Very low temperature T < 5×10-3 J :
"Order by disorder" = thermal fluctuations select states
with the highest density of low energy excitations

Villain et al., J. Phys. 1980

=> entropic selection of coplanar states, but no long range order
example of coplanar states:

3× 3

q=0

order
by disorder

Zhitomirsky, PRB 1998
Chalker et al, PRL 1992
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Kagome lattice

Experimental realizations
Very hard to synthesize pure Heisenberg kagome systems
Presence of perturbations:
Anisotropy
Real systems Additional interactions:Next nearest neighbor,
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya ,dipolar, interplane
Distorsions
Impurities, disorder…

Lift the ground state degeneracy
Can lead to:
- Antiferromagnetic order
p
p
i.e. q = 0 and 3 ⇥ 3 configurations
- Glassy behavior
- Unconventional magnetic states

Jarosite family: kagome lattice made of transition metal atoms

Wills, Phys Rev B 63 (2001)

Formula: AM3(OH)6(SO4)2 orAM3 (OH)6(CrO4)2,
A=H3O, Na, K, Ag,… and M3=Cr3+,V3+, Fe3+

11

Kagome lattice

Jarosites
Case of (D3O)Fe3(OD)6(SO4)2 , Fe3+: S=5/2

Fåk et al., EPL 81 (2008)

Disordered state
• spin-liquid like correlations
• unconventional freezing Tg below 15 K
All others :
Long range order at TN ~ 60 K ≪ J ~ -700 K
=> Frustration released by 2nd order perturbation
Example: KFe3(OH)6(SO4)2
• q = 0 “umbrella” magnetic structure :
120° moment on each triangle
+ weak out of plane component (due to Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction)
• Flat mode in the excitations
=> Lifted q = 0 weather-vane mode
Grohol et al., Nature Mat. 4 (2005)
Matan et al., PRL 96 (2006)
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Kagome lattice

Quinternary oxalates
= kagome-like compounds with a strong multiaxial anisotropy
Compounds with generic formula:
Na2Ba3M3(C2O4)6X where M = Fe2+
and X = AIV(C2O4)3 with AIV = Zr, Sn
or X = [AIII(C2O4)3]0.5[AIII(C2O4)2(H2O)4]0.5 with AIII = Fe
Multiaxial anisotropy lifts the degeneracy
Ordering at 3 K in a "q=0" structure
with 120° spins within the (a,b) plane
Persistent dynamics at low temperature
allowed by the low connectivity
0.0014
M/H

T

N

0.0012

χ (emu/g)

0.001
0.0008
0.21 Hz
0.0006

111 Hz
χ'

0.0004
0.0002

Lhotel et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107 (2011), EPJB 86 (2013)

χ"

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2
2.5
T (K)

3

3.5

4
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Kagome lattice

Quantum kagome antiferromagnet

S=1/2 + antiferromagnetic interactions:
often described in terms of singlets formed by 2 neighbor spins = entangled state
1
= p (| "#i
2

| #"i)

kagome lattice can be mapped
with a large number of singlet configurations
excitations = spinons (S=1/2)
that can be deconfined
What is the nature of the ground state ? still not known…
2 main candidates:
“gapped Z2 spin-liquid”
= superposition of singlet coverings

I. Chapitre 2. Matériaux kagome quantiques

“U(1) gapless spin liquid”
excitations have a Dirac dispersion

Best realization: herbertsmithite Cu3Zn(OH)6Cl2

from Kermarrec, PhD thesis

Spin liquid
gap < 5x10-3 J if any
but defects, additional interactions…

Norman, Rev. Mod. Phys. 88 (2016)
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Pyrochlore lattice

Pyrochlore oxide systems
formula R2M2O7 (R = rare-earth, M = metal) - cubic lattice F d3̄m
= two interpenetrated lattices of corner sharing tetrahedra
exchange interactions between R ions in the Kelvin range
large variety of R and M in the structure
to change: magnetic moment value, anisotropy, exchange couplings
=> rich playground in frustrated magnetism to probe unconventional states

Gardner et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 82 (2010)

The most studied pyrochlores oxides:
Titanates: R2Ti2O7
Stannates: R2Sn2O7
R=Dy, Ho
spin-ice
R=Tb
spin-liquid
ordered spin-ice
R=Er
order by disorder
Palmer-Chalker state
R=Yb
partial ferromagnetic order
Illustrate the crucial importance of the non magnetic M

Iridates: R2Ir2O7
Strong spin-orbit coupling
=> exotic magnetic and
transport properties

New pyrochlores
To probe the role of quantum fluctuations
ex: R= Nd, Pr, …
M=Zr, Hf …
possible thanks to great progress in crystal growth
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Pyrochlore lattice

Pyrochlore oxide systems
formula R2M2O7 (R = rare-earth, M = metal) - cubic lattice F d3̄m
= two interpenetrated lattices of corner sharing tetrahedra
exchange interactions between R ions in the Kelvin range
large variety of R and M in the structure
to change: magnetic moment value, anisotropy, exchange couplings
=> rich playground in frustrated magnetism to probe unconventional states

Gardner et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 82 (2010)

the rare-earth ion has a local anisotropy with respect to its local <111> axis
induced by its crystal electric field
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All in - all out state

Pyrochlore lattice

In the presence of a local Ising anisotropy along the <111> axes of the tetrahedra

case of antiferromagnetic interactions
not frustrated
=> ordered antiferromagnetic state
“all in - all out” configuration

Bramwell et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 10 (1998)

ex: induced order in Nd2Ir2O7, Tb2Ir2O7

Tomiyasu et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 81 (2012)
Lefrançois et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 114 (2015)
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Pyrochlore lattice

Spin ice

In the presence of a local Ising anisotropy along the <111> axes of the tetrahedra
case of ferromagnetic interactions
=> disordered degenerate spin-ice ground state
local constraint, the ice-rule “2 spins in1$.#(
- 2 spins out”
(

“ParPculate”(Magn

2/&
Harris et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 79 (1997)

QE"%748#7%8#G%(E"%748#7%"B(%
Emergent%and%true%electromagneOsm%smoo
H = −∇U

<"E=.EFG(

ex: Dy2Ti2O7, Ho2Ti2O7…
H0E=.EFG(
disordered state down to 50 mK
KL(µ7M."#(
enters the spin ice state below 800 mK

U(r) =
€

∇⋅ H = −∇⋅ M
µ0
4π

(∫

ρ ( r',volume)
dr'
|r −r'|

+∫

2/&C(<EF(
Maxwell%Law%of%the%MagneOzaOon%

€

Ho2Ti2O7:(Fennell,(Bramwell(et(al.,(Science(2009

Ho2Ti2O7

1$.#(2/&C(
DE=.EFG!
divergence-free

€ to a
Ice-rule can be mapped
+ disordered ground state
=> Coulomb phase

field
3)B%.#+(&#,-"$0C(1L(N(D%#IME(

q

Henley, Ann. Rev. Condens. Matter Phys. 1(2010) ∇⋅ M = 0
387")$')'$%,#$%.80./1%
-"))'/,('$%7(,('%,(%Q%d%e%=

M

€

q⋅ M q = 0

!IJ( law correlations in
=> power
certain space directions:
<7''%U),5E'//%2%D,))87G%
Maxwell%
((4-&&(."#
fgghIi[%N,58)'\%fgggG%
(
! ofU),5E'//%2%K8#0),7%eccf>R%%
give rise to a specificabcc%=
pattern
the magnetic scattering function
with pinch points
€
^WG_W`!
Theory)by)Youngblood)and)Axe)1978)(ferroelectrics)))

Fennell et al., Science 326 (2009)

Isakov et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93
(se)also)later)work)by)Henley,)Isakov))

(2004)
Henley, Phys. Rev. B. 61 (2005)
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Pyrochlore lattice

Spin ice and magnetic monopoles

Castelnovo et al., Nature 451 (2008)

A spin flip costs energy
excitation = magnetic monopole

-

Ground state:
2in – 2out

+

in the crystal creation of a monopole pair
Once created, monopoles can separate and move

3out-1in

3in-1out

from Moessner et al., Nature Phys. 5 (2009)

Monopoles interact through Coulombic interactions

Castelnovo et al., Nature 451(2008)
Paulsen et al., Nature Phys. 12 (2016)

In the presence of a large monopole density:
magnetic charge ordering
Stabilization of a monopole crystal
Borzi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 111 (2013)
Brooks-Bartlett et al., Phys. Rev. X 4 (2014)
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Pyrochlore lattice

Magnetic fragmentation

Brooks-Bartlett et al., Phys. Rev. X 4 (2014)

= Coexistence of a fluctuating and an ordered states

If a monopole crystal is stabilized:
Magnetic charge ordering but “3in-1out” / “1in-3out” disordered configurations
an ordered component
"all-in all-out"
= carries the charge

4

Intensity (10 counts)

To minimize energy / maximize entropy:
the magnetic moment fragments into 2 parts

=

+

(113)

150 mK

5

4K
(220)
4 (111)
(002)
3

2
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Petit et al., Nature Phys. 12 (2016)
Lefrançois et al., Nature Comm. 8 (2017)
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Observed in pyrochlore oxides
Nd2Zr2O7, Ho2Ir2O7

(0 0 l)

a fluctuating component
= carries the degeneracy
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Pyrochlore lattice

Quantum spin ice

Nowadays : search for the quantum counterpart of spin ice = Quantum spin ice

Rep. Prog. Phys. 77 (2014) 056501

Theory: Quantum spin ice = U(1) gapless spin liquid state
with new excitations: “photon” excitation at low energy
PHYSICAL REVIEW B 86, 075154 (2012)

SEEING THE LIGHT: EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES OF . . .

where gBis 69
the strength
of the tunneling matrix element and
Hermele et al., Phys. Rev.
(2004)

Htunneling acts on the space of all possible ice (or dimer)
configurations.
Both Moessner and Sondhi46 and Hermele et al.47 also introduced an additional control parameter µ to the Hamiltonian
Hµ = Htunneling + δHµ ,

(4)

where
δHµ = µ

!
!

[|!⟩⟨!| + |"⟩⟨"|].

(5)

This makes it possible to fine tune the model to an exactly
soluble Rokhsar-Kivelson (RK) point g = µ, where the
ground-state wave is an equally-weighted sum of all possible
ice (dimer) configurations.49 The authors then argued, by
continuity, that a quantum liquid phase would occur for a finite
range of parameters µ # 1 bordering on the RK point.46,47
The most striking feature of this quantum liquid is “light.”
Attempts to construct models with “artificial light”—gapless
photon excitations of an effective, low-energy U (1) gauge
field—have a long history.50 In recent years, it has been
realized that large families of lattice models could, in principle,
be described by such theories. These include abstract models
of “quantum order,”51,52 Bose-Hubbard models bordering on
superfluidity,53 systems of screened dipoles,54 and suitably
adapted sigma models.56 Reviews of these ideas can be found
in papers by Motrunich and Senthil55 and Wen and Levin.57
The way in which light arisesain three-dimensional
quantum
E = 0 ± 0.06
meV
ice and quantum dimer models is particularly simple. The
ice-rules constraint Eq. (1) is most
3 conveniently resolved as

Figure 3. Schematic of the spectrum of excitations in quantum spin
Gingras
al., Rep.energy
Prog.
77naming
(2014)
ice includinget
the approximate
scalesPhys.
and different

conventions.

phases, which have two polarizations because one direction
is fixed by the broken symmetry, the fact of having two
polarizations of photon excitations, whether fundamental or
emergent, is enforced by gauge invariance. In this section, we
shall see in a little more detail how magnetic interactions may
give rise to a variant of ordinary quantum electrodynamics.
We then describe various properties of these exotic phases
and review some of the ways in which they might be probed
experimentally in real quantum magnets. Next, we consider
the naturalness of quantum spin ice models and discuss, from a
very general perspective, the prospects of seeing quantum spin
liquids of this type in real materials. We conclude with a short
section (section
mentioning
other
possible condensed
E = 0.2 ±3.6)
0.025
meV
Int.(arb.u.)
c
matter realizations of U (1) liquids as well0.08
as putting quantum
spin
ice
into
the
broader
context
of
understanding
quantum
3
spin liquid phases.

Benton, Phys. Rev. B 86 (2012)

FIG. 3. (Color online) Ghostly magnetic “photon” excitation as
it might appear in an inelastic neutron scattering experiment on a
quantum spin ice realising a quantum ice ground state. The photon
dispersion ω(k) is taken from lattice gauge theory developed in
Sec. II C of this paper, convoluted with a Gaussian representing the
finite energy resolution of the instrument. The intensity of scattering
vanishes as I ∝ ω(k) at low energies.

Experimentally: can occur in systems with strong transverse terms
Signature of the photon was which
proposed
to be seen in Pr2Hf2O7
serves to eliminate the pinch points seen in quasielas-

(0,0,L)

The new feature that enters where
1 there is tunneling between
ice configurations is the fluctuation in time of the gauge field
A(r). In conventional electromagnetism,
this gives rise to an
0
electric field
−1

∂A(r)
.
−2 ∂t

E(r) = −

(7)

Then, following the heuristic arguments of Moessner and
−3
Sondhi46 —or the more microscopic
derivation of Hermele
47
et al. —it is reasonable to suppose that a quantum liquid
−2
−1
0
1
µ # 1},
found bordering the RK point {Hµ [see Eq. (4)] with
(H,H,0)
would be governed by the Maxwell action
"
1
(8)
SMaxwell =
dtd 3 r[E(r)2 − c2 B(r)2 ].
8π

2

0.06

3.1. From a spin model to loops
1

(0,0,L)

(6)

Sibille et al. arXiv:1706.03604

tic neutron scattering experiments [see Fig. 1(b)].58 More
formally, this theory is a compact, frustrated U (1) gauge theory
b and we will refer to the liquid stateInt.(arb.u.)
on a Int.(arb.u.)
diamond lattice,
it
describes as the quantum U (1) liquid below.
3
The degree of fine
tuning in these arguments, and the
need to introduce additional parameter µ [see Eq. (5)], might
2
seem to 0.04
render them of purely academic interest. However, 0.04
the idea of a quantum
1 U (1) liquid found strong support in
finite-temperature quantum Monte Carlo simulations of an
ice-type model of frustrated
charge order on the pyrochlore
0
lattice.590.02
Subsequently, it has proved possible to determine 0.02
−1 diagrams of both the quantum dimer
the ground-state phase
model of Moessner and Sondhi,46 and the quantum ice model
47
from zero-temperature quantum Monte
of Hermele et al.,−2
58,60,61
0
Carlo simulations.
Both models contains extended 0
−3
regions of a quantum liquid phase, connecting to the RK
point.
In both cases, this
liquid
has
2
−2 quantum
−1
0
1 low-energy
2
excitations, which are described by a (H,H,0)
lattice analog of quantum
electromagnetism.58,60,61 Significantly, in the case of the
quantum ice model, this quantum liquid phase encompasses
the “physical” point of the model µ = 0, and so does not
require any fine-tuning [see Fig. 4].58
(0,0,L)

B(r) = ∇ ×
2 A(r).
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We begin by returning to classical spin ice because it is, in
some sense to be made more precise later,0.04
the precursor state
to
the
quantum
spin
liquid
state
of
quantum
spin ice systems.
−1
Also, it will give us a classical example in which a U (1) gauge
0.02low energies in a
−2redundancy appears, or really emerges, at
magnet. The key to making a spin ice is to frustrate an Ising
−3model by putting it on a pyrochlore lattice (see figure 2). As
0
discussed earlier in section 2.1, in real magnets,
the Ising spins
−2
−1
0
1
2
interact in spin space as though they were pointing along the
(H,H,0)
local ⟨1 1 1⟩ directions. The interactions in a classical nearestneighbour spin ice (CSI) model are described by the same
Hamiltonian as in equation (1) that we rewrite here:
0
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Frustration in molecular magnetism
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Conclusions

Frustrated magnetism = rich field to discover new states of matter
Unconventional ground states, ordered or not
and exotic excitations
Experimentalists look for new systems to probe the numerous theories
Molecular systems could be a clever way of tackle them !
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